NOTICE OF CONTRACT AMENDMENT

TO:
K. NEAL INTERNATIONAL TRUCKS INC.
10025 RICHMOND HWY
LORTON VA  22079

DATE ISSUED:  AUGUST 8, 2011
CURRENT REFERENCE NO.:  412-10

CONTRACT TITLE:  TANDEM AXLE DUMP TRUCK
AMENDMENT NO.:  1

THIS IS A NOTICE OF AWARD OF CONTRACT AMENDMENT AND NOT AN ORDER. NO WORK IS AUTHORIZED UNTIL THE VENDOR RECEIVES A VALID COUNTY PURCHASE ORDER ENCUMBERING CONTRACT FUNDS.

The above referenced contract is amended as follows:

CHANGE FROM THE SPEC, LETTER B, PAGE 4, STRUCTURAL PARAGRAPH TO READ AS FOLLOWS:

FLOOR, ¼ HARDOX 400 ABRASIONS STEEL WITH AN AR400 RATING TO REDUCE THE CHANCE OF THE FLOOR MATERIAL FROM (WASH BOARDING).

EMPLOYEES NOT TO BENEFIT:

NO COUNTY EMPLOYEE SHALL RECEIVE ANY SHARE OR BENEFIT OF THIS CONTRACT NOT AVAILABLE TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC.

VENDOR CONTACT:  EVON BLUNK
VENDOR TEL. NO.  703-550-3613
VENDOR PAYMENT TERMS:  NET 30 DAYS
VENDOR FAX. NO.  703-550-1805
TAX IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (EIN/SSN):
EMAIL ADDRESS:  eblunk@knealinternational

COUNTY CONTACT:  ADAM LEHMAN
COUNTY TEL. NO.:  703-228-6466

CONTRACT AUTHORIZATION

DATE  8/8/11

DISTRIBUTION

BID FOLDER:  1